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Data is the new oil

It’s valuable, but if unrefined it cannot really be used. It
has to be changed into gas, plastic, chemicals, etc. to
create a valuable entity that drives profitable activity; so
must data be broken down, analyzed for it to have value.

. . . we must understand that for data to mean
something, it must be placed in context to the
marketplace.

— Clive Humby, 2006
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Data is the new water

RDA is the trunk that brings the two together

Applications draw up data from ground like water

Technologies make data discoverable and accessible

— Juan Bicarregui, 2016
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Data is the new light

• Data is not consumed: it can be reused
endlessly.

• Data yields more value as it diffuses and spreads around.

It is like opening the curtains – the more you open, the
more is unveiled.

— Axelle Lemaire, 2015
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Metadata



What is metadata?

• Literally ‘data about data’
• Information that helps you work with other information

◎
Object of study


Data


Results

extract analyse

 What?
 How?
 Where?
 When?

 Form
 Format
 Rights

• Context determines whether something is data or metadata
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Example: Internet traffic

Your perspective:


You

 Web pages
 Emails


Internet

 URLs
 timestamps
 IP addresses


URLs, timestamps,
IP addresses, etc.


Your
profile

extract

analyse

Spy’s perspective:
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Types of metadata

Metadata is defined by what you are using it to achieve:

Reference Identifying, citing, searching for a known resource
Discovery Speculative searching

Provenance Assessing authenticity or trustworthiness
Contextual Relating data to other resources, agents, activities

Rights Securing data against unauthorized/illegal actions
Packaging Arranging components of a resource

Fixity Checking integrity
Structural Loading/opening a file
Semantic Unlocking the meaning of a resource
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Types of metadata

In the research context, we are mostly concerned with

• Discovery metadata – help other researchers find the data,
and give credit for them→ impact

• Contextual metadata – keeping the institution and funder
happy, conveying quality and relevance

• Structural & semantic metadata – ensure that researchers
can understand and use/reuse the data
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Why should I use a metadata
standard?



Better discovery









versus  
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Metadata flows for data discovery

BADC . . . UKSSDC ADS Oxford . . . Edinburgh UKDA

NERC
DCS DataCite x

data.gov Jisc
RDDS

x

Search
engines

International
aggregators

Other UK
registries
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Better context
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Better reuse
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Better ecosystem

 Less working things out from scratch
 More complete metadata
 Benefits of practising
 Better documentation of the standards
 Concentration of development attention and effort
 Better time-saving tools
 etc., etc.
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So why doesn’t everyone use a
metadata standard?



No suitable standard?
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Source: Tenopir, C. et al. (2011), ‘Data Sharing by Scientists: Practices and
Perceptions’, PLoS ONE 6/6: e21101. doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0021101
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Too many standards?

Source: cbn Randall Munroe

‘The nice thing about standards is that you have so many to
choose from’ — Tanenbaum (1988)
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Isn’t that, like, really hard?

Just fill out this simple form . . .
<mods xmlns="http://www.loc.gov/mods/v3"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.loc.gov/mods/v3
http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/v3/mods-3-4.xsd"> <titleInfo> <title> Title goes
here </title> </titleInfo> <name type="personal"> <namePart>Author name goes
here</namePart> <role> <roleTerm type="text">Author</roleTerm> </role> </name>
<typeOfResource>dataset</typeOfResource> <genre>Dataset</genre> <originInfo>
<publisher>Publisher name goes here</publisher> </originInfo> <language>
<languageTerm type="text">Language name</languageTerm> <languageTerm type="code"
authority="iso639-2b">ISO 639-2b code</languageTerm> </language>
<physicalDescription> <internetMediaType>MIME type goes here, repeat as
necessary</internetMediaType> <digitalOrigin>born digital</digitalOrigin>
<extent>Number of records in your database, or size of file in bytes</extent>
</physicalDescription> <abstract> Abstract goes here </abstract> <subject
authority="scheme name goes here"> <topic>Keyword goes here, repeat as
necessary</topic> <cartographics>Spatial coordinates<cartographics/>
<temporal>Temporal extente</temporal> <geographic>Spatial extent in
words</geographic> </subject> <identifier>ID goes here</identifier> <location> <url
usage="primary display" access="object in context">Location of record</url> <url
access="raw object">Location for download</url> </location> <accessCondition
type="useAndReproduction"> Usage restrictions or permissions </accessCondition>
<relatedItem ID="relatedMaterials"> <location> <url usage="primary display"
access="object in context">Record of related item</url> </location> </relatedItem>
<note type="citation"> Sample citation goes here </note> <note
type="software">Required software goes here</note> <subject ID="location"
displayLabel="Description of spatial extent again"> <cartographics> <coordinates>
List of coordinates, comma separated </coordinates> </cartographics> <topic>Type of
coordinates goes here</topic> </subject> </mods> 16



Metadata Standards Catalog



RDA Metadata Standards Directory WG

Key facts

• Ran 1 August 2013 – 1 February 2015
• 150 members from many countries and disciplines

Goals

1. Develop an RDA Metadata Standards Directory listing
standards relevant for research data
• Comprehensive
• Easy for anyone to contribute or update

2. Define and develop use cases for research metadata
3. Develop plan for long-term growth and maintenance of the
directory
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The Metadata Standards Directory

Disciplinary Metadata

Contact us

Search

Home > Resources for digital curators > Disciplinary Metadata

Disciplinary Metadata

While data curators, and increasingly researchers, know that good metadata is key for research data access and
re-use, figuring out precisely what metadata to capture and how to capture it is a complex task. Fortunately, many
academic disciplines have supported initiatives to formalise the metadata specifications the community deems to be
required for data re-use. This page provides links to information about these disciplinary metadata standards, including
profiles, tools to implement the standards, and use cases of data repositories currently implementing them.

For those disciplines that have not yet settled on a metadata standard, and for those repositories that work with data
across disciplines, the General Research Data section links to information about broader metadata standards that have
been adapted to suit the needs of research data. 

Search by Discipline

Biology Earth Science General Research Data

Physical Science Social Science & Humanities

Search by Resource Type
Metadata Standards

Specifications for the minimum information that should be collected about research data in order for it to be re-used.

Profiles and Extensions
Standards that have been adapted for use in particular types of repositories, or for particular types of data.

Use cases
Institutional repositories and data portals using standards to determine which metadata should be collected upon
data deposit.

Tools
Software that has been developed to capture or store metadata conforming to a specific standard.

In this section
Briefing Papers

How-to Guides

Developing RDM Services

Curation Lifecycle Model

Curation Reference Manual

Policy and legal

Data Management Plans

Tools

Case studies

Repository audit and assessment

Standards

Disciplinary Metadata

DIFFUSE

Publications and presentations

Roles

Curation journals

Informatics research

External resources

Home Digital curation About us News Events Resources Training Projects Community

Disciplinary Metadata | Digital Curation Centre http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/metadata-standards

1 of 2 08/01/14 17:25

RDA Metadata Standards Directory

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/
metadata-standards

http://rd-alliance.github.io/
metadata-directory/
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RDA Metadata Standards Catalog WG

Duration

• Running January 2016 – July 2017

Goal: develop the RDA Metadata Standards Directory into a
RDA Metadata Standards Catalog:

• Enhance the set of records describing metadata standards

• Develop a new user interface for submitting information,
searching, browsing and displaying standards information

• Provide a new API allowing automated tools to submit
information, perform queries and retrieve information
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The Metadata Standards Catalog

Is this the right one
for me?

How do I use it?

How do I refer to
it/find it again?

Can I convert existing
metadata to it? Will I
be locked in?
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The Metadata Standards Catalog
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The Metadata Standards Catalog
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Call to action



Metadata: the Spirit of Research Data Management

Metadata

• brings data to life

• powers local systems

• gives data a presence beyond its present location

• breaks down barriers to data reuse and sharing
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What you can do

Research institutions should

• use standards and profiles in their own systems

• participate in national and global research data
infrastructures

• encourage researchers to use standards wherever possible

• support their researchers with training, tools and guidance
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DataCite Metadata Schema v4.0

Mandatory elements
• Creator
• Title
• Publication year
• Publisher
• Identifier
• Resource type

Recommended elements
• Subject, Description
• Contributor (with type,
affiliation)

• Date (with type)
• Geo-location
• Related identifiers

Optional elements
• Alternate identifier
• Format, Version, Size
• Rights, Language
• Funding reference
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Metadata better data

• Even bad documentation is better than nothing

• The more structure, the better

• Clear headings and sections in documentation

• Consistent metadata

• Look for metadata standards you can use

• Metadata Standards Directory/Catalog

• Not an exact fit? Create a local profile

• Avoid completely bespoke schemes

• Be consistent
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Thank you for listening

Grazie per l’attenzione

Any questions?
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